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Executive Summary

The November, 2016, decision by the outgoing United Nations Secretary General, Ban Ki-moon, to relieve the Kenyan Force Commander of the United Nations Mission in South Sudan (UNMISS) of his duties has revealed the inherent injustice and decadence in the international governance system in general and the peacekeeping industry in particular. The decision to terminate the contract of Lieutenant General Johnson Mogoa Kimani Ondieki was purportedly based on an “independent investigative report” on the violence against American nationals during the Juba Crisis on July 8-25, 2016. However, as the International Policy Group’s (IPG) investigative report, *Children of a Lesser God*, reveals, the UN Secretary General was economical with the truth. The IPG report uncovers the dirty and ugly circumstances that led the world’s top civil servant to blatantly violate UN procedures, powers and processes. The decision was an expedient political decision by the UN Chief to make the Kenyan soldier into a sacrificial lamb in order to appease, and ward off undue pressures from some Permanent Members of the United Nations Security Council, mainly the United States of America and Britain. The decision smacks of a brazenly shameful misuse of a respected global office to cover up by the American authorities failure to warn and protect its citizens in a war situation. Due to American policy in South Sudan, which was allegedly calibrated to forcibly change the regime in Juba led to US citizens being prime targets during the Juba conflict. As a result, American citizens were deliberately assaulted, some badly wounded, raising a huge hue and cry in Washington and New York. Therefore, the removal of General Ondieki was a move to help a superpower cover-up for its negligence and failure to protect it citizens. This brings back the sad echoes of the Benghazi killing of Americans in Libya. Indeed, a deeper scrutiny of the investigations reveals an ingrained racial profiling and targeting of an African military, reminiscent of the International Criminal Court’s dealing with the African continent. Kenya has protested the decision, pulled out of the Sudan peace process and its troops from UNMISS to defend its citizens, its integrity and honour. There is not an iota of doubt that UNMISS has failed. In view of this, this report makes the following recommendations:

- **UN Reformed to Ensure Effectiveness**: UN Missions in Africa need to be reformed because, without fundamental reforms particularly to counter UNMISS structural and systemic dysfunction, similar crisis are very likely to recur. These reforms are therefore a critical consideration that must feature in future UN mandated missions in Africa.

- **UNMISS with an African forec**: The UN consider replacing UNMISS with an Africa Mission in South Sudan (AMISS) as a more effective alternative to the failed UN mission.
- Kenya to remain engaged in South Sudan: Kenya should remain engaged in the peace process and should consider re-joining AMISS if it is formed.
- UN formally apologize to Kenya: UN should offer an apology and remedial action to Kenya and to Ondieki in person.
- Seek legal repreive: Ondieki and KDF should examine the prospects of seeking reprieve in the relevant international Court.
- Pursue resolution on UN Action: Finally, the African Union and IGAD sponsor a Resolution censuring the action of the outgoing UN SG for the flawed and unjust decision.
## List of Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CoGS</td>
<td>Chief of General Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONPLANS</td>
<td>Contingency Plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPKO</td>
<td>Department for Peacekeeping Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSRSG HC</td>
<td>Deputy Special Representative of the Secretary General, Humanitarian Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSRSG P</td>
<td>Deputy Special Representative of the Secretary General, Political</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETHIBATT</td>
<td>Ethiopian Battalion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRAG O</td>
<td>Fragmentation Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>Force Commander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHQS</td>
<td>Force Headquarters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRSS</td>
<td>Government of the Republic of South Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HoM</td>
<td>Head of Mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQ</td>
<td>Headquarters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDP</td>
<td>Internally Displaced Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISI</td>
<td>Independent Special Investigations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOC</td>
<td>Joint Operations Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lt Gen</td>
<td>Lieutenant General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILAD</td>
<td>Military Advisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEPBATT</td>
<td>Nepalese Battalion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPCON</td>
<td>Operational Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPO</td>
<td>Operational Orders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POC</td>
<td>Protection of Civilians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRF</td>
<td>Quick Reaction Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOP</td>
<td>Standard Operating Procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPLA IO</td>
<td>Sudan People's Liberation Army in Opposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPLA</td>
<td>Sudan People's Liberation Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRSG</td>
<td>Special Representative of the Secretary General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCC</td>
<td>Troop Contributing Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDSS</td>
<td>United Nations Department of Safety and Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNH</td>
<td>United Nations House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNMISS</td>
<td>United Nations Mission in South Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNP5</td>
<td>United Nations Security Council Permanent Members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSC</td>
<td>United Nations Security Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSG</td>
<td>United Nations Secretary General</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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I. Introduction

On November, 2016, the outgoing United Nations Secretary General, Ban Ki-moon, announced that Kenya’s Lieutenant General Johnson Mogoa Kimani Ondieki had been relieved of his duties as the Force Command of the United Nations Mission in South Sudan. The decision by the Secretary General was argued to have been made based on an independent investigative report conducted by the Danish Major-General Patrick Cammaert on the violence that had occurred in Juba from July 8 to 25 2016. However, after a careful investigation of the situation that surrounded the conflict, the independent report and its recommendations, and the systematic problems in the UNMISS framework, it is evident that the firing of Lieut-Gen Ondieki was not only unorthodox and a blatant violation of UN procedures, powers and processes, but was also an expedient political decision by the Secretary-General to turn the Kenyan soldier into a sacrificial lamb in order to appease and ward off pressures from some Permanent Members of the United Nations Security Council, mainly the United States of America and Britain. Further, investigations have revealed that the termination of Lt-Gen Ondieki’s contract was a shameful misuse of the United Nations by the American authorities to cover up for egregiously putting its citizens in harm’s way and failure to warn and protect them in a war situation, fully aware that US citizens were prime targets during the conflict because of its polices that were widely perceived as aimed at forcibly changing the regime in South Sudan. As a result, American citizens were sexually abused and others badly wounded, raising a hue and cry in Washington.

The attack happened in the Terrain Hotel compound that served as a safe house for humanitarian and covert Intelligence activities. A few hours after the fighting in Juba had ceased, rogue units from the Sudan People’s Liberation Army (SPLA) converged on the compound and specifically targeted American citizens. In view of this, it then comes as a surprise that the United Nations would put full blame on a highly decorated officer from a developing nation who had been posted to the theatre of war only three weeks before the attack took place for no other reason but to help a superpower cover up for its negligence that brings back eerie echoes of the massacre of Americans in Benghazi, Libya.

The Government of Kenya has since written to protest the UNSG decision, stressing that the investigation process lacked transparency and omitted prior consultation on actions taken. Indeed, a deeper scrutiny of the investigations reveals an ingrained racial targeting,

---

i. IPG interview with senior SPLA official in Juba, November 7, 2016
ii. This coordinated attack against the US government facilities in Benghazi was carried out by members of the Islamic Militant group, Ansas al-Sharia on September 2012, resulting in the deaths of the US ambassador in Libya J. Christopher Stevensand foreign service informationmanagement officer, Sean Smith.
iii. ‘Kenya angry at sacking of South Sudan Peace keeping Chief’, BBC November 2, 2016.
reminiscent of the International Criminal Court’s dealing with the African continent. The Kenya Government stated that the process by which Lieut-Gen Ondieki was fired lacked respect for Kenya and its decades-long role in the South Sudan peace process. Kenya effectively rejected the decision to dismiss Lieut-Gen Ondieki as well as the offer to name a replacement. Kenya also withdrew its forces in South Sudan, and stopped engagement in contributing to the regional protection force and disengaged from the South Sudan peace process. Although the action may appear drastic, internal knowledge of the circumstances of why the Kenyan soldier was humiliated kindled anger and desire to restore national honour. “If a Kenyan general is not good enough, then its soldiers cannot be better,” went the clarion call as Kenya embarked on pulling its soldiers from South Sudan. The discriminatory nature of the UNSG decision truly demonstrated that the Africans are indeed scorned by incorrigible racists as the children of a lesser God. The SG has flouted his own “Do No Harm” principle by scapegoating Lieut-Gen Ondieki, who was not only defended by the SGSG of the Sudan mission, but also by the DPKO for his leadership, bravery and intervention in the Juba crisis.

Independent investigations into the Juba conflict have revealed a clear cover-up, with the USA mishandling the safety of its citizens and agents by not offering the proper protection when requested, leading to the violation in the Terrain compound. This investigative report on the circumstances leading to the removal and replacement of Lieut-Gen Ondieki as UNMSS force commander relied on a comprehensive review of official and non-official documents from the United Nations available on its website, UN documents on rules of engagement and procedures governing the code of conduct and dismissal procedures were consulted. We reviewed debates that took part in the UN Security Council on the matter. We held interviews with the governments of Kenya and South Sudan. We also held interviews with key informants and relevant officers in the UNMISS staff. Two of our researchers visited Juba between November 6 and 8, 2016, where they held interviews with members of the peacekeeping force and the relevant embassies and government SPLA officers. A thorough desk top review, including online media reports on the investigations, has also been undertaken.

The ISI investigative report does not in any way lay the blame on Lieutenant General Ondieki but points to huge systemic and logistical issues on the whole in UNMISS that need to be addressed.

II. UNMISS—A Politicized Peacekeeping

The UN Security Council set up UNMISS through Resolution 1996 of July 8, 2011. The Mission was established for an initial period of one year to replace the United Nations Mission in Sudan (UNMIS,) whose mandate had ended the same day South Sudan gained Independence from the Republic of Sudan.

Following the practice when a new peacekeeping mission is established, the UN Secretary General appointed former Norwegian International Development Minister Hilde Johnson as the first Head of Mission. The Head of a Mission is officially known as the Special Representative to the Secretary General (SRSG) and reports to the Under-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations at UN Headquarters. The SRSG is responsible for implementing the mission’s mandate. In integrated missions, the SRSG is also the overall coordinator of the UN system and is expected to play a leading role in coordinating the overall international effort on the ground. Because modern peace operations are complex and multi-faceted, the SRSG is the lead mediator in the post-peace agreement mediation efforts and any emerging post-peace agreement disputes. Therefore, the SRSG is generally the person with overall responsibility for UN operations, including security and safety in the country where the mission is deployed. As the Head of Mission, Ms. Johnson led several peace initiatives in South Sudan as the country confronted the challenges of peacebuilding following its separation in July 2011.

When Johnson’s term expired in July 2014, the UNSG appointed Ms. Ellen Margrethe Løj, a former Denmark ambassador to the UN, as Head of Mission. Ms. Løj had served in the Danish Foreign Affairs Ministry, as the Danish ambassador to the UN, the Danish ambassador to the Czech Republic, as well as the SRSG for Liberia. At the time of the attack in Juba in July 2016, Løj, was Head of Mission in Juba.

The UN Secretary-General also appointed UNMISS’s force commander, Major General Moses Bisong Obi of Nigeria, who was the UNMIS force commander from June 2010. Major Obi had been with the Nigerian Army for close to three decades and he completed

---

2. For details on UNMIS, see http://www.un.org/en/peacekeeping/missions/past/unmis/
3. All the peacekeeping missions which have been established after 1992 are complex, multidimensional operations involving military, civilian police and civilian components. Their mandates are also very broad, covering a broad range of issues from traditional peacekeeping, to civilian protection to post-agreement peacebuilding.
4. For details on her previous involvement in Sudan before South Sudan separated in July 2011, see Hilde F. Johnson (2016), South Sudan: The Untold Story from Independence to Civil War, London: LB Tauris & Co. Ltd.
5. For details on these challenges, see Hilde F. Johnson (2016), South Sudan: The Untold Story from Independence to Civil War, London: LB Tauris & Co. Ltd.
his assignment at UNMISS on November 11, 2012. He was replaced by a decorated Ghanian soldier, Major-General Delali Johnson Sakyi, who was appointed on December 11, 2012. General Sakyi’s assignment ended on July 4, 2014. On July 17, 2014, the UNSG appointed Lieutenant General Yohannes Gebremeskel Tesfamariam of Ethiopia as the force commander. General Tesfamariam had accumulated experience from previous assignments in peacekeeping missions. He completed his term on June 17, 2016 and was replaced by Lieutenant General Johnson Mogoa Kimani Ondieki of Kenya, who was appointed by the UNSG on May 13, 2016. At the time of attack in Juba from July 8-11, 2016, General Ondieki was the force commander. As the head of the Military Component, the Force Commander (FC) is the principal military adviser to the Head of Mission and exercises operational control (OPCON) over all military contributions, including military contingents and Military Observers/Staff Officers. He provides leadership, direction and guidance to the Force HQ Staff, and is also responsible for organising training of Force HQ Staff for adaptation to the mission operational environment. Further, the FC is responsible for personnel, including activities to ensure the observance of the UN Code of Conduct and associated disciplinary matters within the limits of the UN OPCON authority level.

Among the main responsibilities of an FC are aligning the Military Component Operations with Political Objectives set by the SRSG and the Mission’s mandate; carrying out military assessments and providing military perspectives to the SRSG; defining military objectives, benchmarks, missions and tasks, and issuing necessary orders and guidance to the Military Component and Plan and organising Military Component operations, including establishing mechanisms and procedures for execution of responsibilities and contingency planning. Others responsibilities of the FC include maintaining effective situational awareness; maintaining a high state of operational readiness by the Military Component; providing direction and priorities for preparation of the Military Component’s framework for successive annual budgets; preparing the Military Component to prevent any ill-fated incident and handling crisis situations; ensuring effective administration and management of the Military Component. All the FCs from Obi to Ondieki were required to perform these responsibilities with a view to achieving UNMISS’s mandate.

Interestingly, the question of civilian protection has consistently haunted UNMISS FCs as deadly violence has been documented in various regions of South Sudan during the life of the mission. In December 2013, the country returned to a deadly civil war, despite the presence of UNMISS.10 By September 2016, the civil war had taken thousands of lives, at least 1.73 million people were internally displaced, at least 200,000 were in Protection of Civilian (PoC) sites, at least one million were refugees in neighbouring states, while at least six million people were in need of food aid.11 Moreover, monitoring of violence shows that many regions of the country experienced incidences of violence whether by the main warring factions, SPLA and SPLA-IO, or local militias in the states. For the 2013-2014 incidents of violence in the country see Map 2.

The UN’s response to these developments was to surge UNMISS’s Military Component and to expand its mandate. In July 2011, UNMISS was authorised to have up to 7,000 military personnel, 900 civilian police, and an appropriate civilian component.12 After the escalation of civil war in 2013, the UNSC passed Resolution 2132 of December 24, 2013, which increased the Military Component to 12,500 and civilian police to 1,323. Yet violence escalated and the parties breached the ceasefire agreement of January 2014. Subsequently, the parties breached the ceasefire agreement of May 2014. In turn, the UN passed Resolution 2155 on May 27, 2014, which increased UNMISS’s personnel to 13,000 military personnel, 2,000 civilian police, and an appropriate civilian component. In practice, however, UNMISS had 11,342 military personnel, 193 military liaison officers, 1,157 civilian police, 769 international civilian personnel, 1,204 local civilian staff, and 409 UN volunteers by June 30, 2015.

Moreover, Resolution 2155 outlined the mandate of the expanded mission and authorised it to use all necessary force to protect civilians, monitor and investigate human rights, create the necessary conditions for delivery of humanitarian assistance, and support the implementation of the cessation of hostilities agreement. Despite the changes, there were incidents of violence in many parts of the country. The UN responded to the violence by extending the mission’s mandate and bolstering it through Resolution 2252 of December

11. UN OCHA September 2016, http://www.unocha.org/south-sudan; See also Map 1.
15, 2015. Nonetheless, violent incidents did not only continue, but civilians living in PoC near UN camps were targeted. (For UNMISS troops deployment locations as at July 2016, see Map 3). For example, from February 16 to 18, 2016, an attack on a PoC site in Malakal, which was hosting at least 40,000 displaced people, led to the killing of 30 people, with 123 being injured.\textsuperscript{13} Despite the gruesome attack, there were 1,200 UNMISS troops from India, Rwanda and Ethiopia in Malakal at the time.

A UN investigation on the attack showed that it took UN peacekeepers more than 12 hours to intervene, despite being next to the camp. Moreover, the investigation found that the Indian contingent refused to deploy troops or heavy armor to the area of fighting to defend civilians; the Ethiopians slept through the entire incident; while the Rwandan contingent insisted on written approval before acting. Finally, it is only the Rwandan contingent that responded to the violence and protected civilians. The investigation committee recommended several changes to the mission. Whether the UN or UNMISS implemented the recommendations is remains unclear: What is clear is that no action was taken against the Force Commander, the SRSG, or any other senior mission staff.

Two weeks after the investigating committee issued its report on the Malakal incident, another round of deadly violence took place in Juba from July 8 to 11.\textsuperscript{14} The violence involved the government army, SPLA, against soldiers loyal to the former vice-president, Dr Riek Machar. According to media reports, the war was close and intense. The warring factions used heavy weapons, including artillery and helicopter gunships. The war took place around the UN compound and one of the PoCs around the UNMISS HQ which had 27,000 displaced people. Even UN buildings were hit by bullets, mortars and rockets. The violence had all the characteristics of ‘new wars’ as it involved looting, sexual violence against civilians, killings of civilians, and attacks on local and international humanitarian staff, especially in the Terrain camp. On August 16, the UNSG responded to the violence by appointing an investigation committee led by a retired Dutch military officer, Major General Patrick Cammaert.\textsuperscript{15} On October 31, the committee issued its report and some recommendations.


The committee targeted the UN Secretariat, the UNSC, UNMISS, the Government of South Sudan and TCCs in its recommendations. Interestingly, the committee blamed the incapability of the UNMISS troops to protect aid workers on ‘lack of leadership’. Why the committee specifically chose international aid workers at the Terrain camp while thousands of South Sudanese people were at risk raises more questions than answers. Moreover, the committee blamed the general ‘leadership’ without specifying who should carry the blame. Interestingly, the SRSG, Ellen Margrethe Løj, resigned as SRSG a week before the release of the report. It is highly conceivable that someone leaked to Løj the contents of the report before it was released. Her decision to resign as HoM was probably a tactic to avoid taking the blame. The UNSG’s response to the Juba report was to sack the Kenyan FC, Johnson Ondieki. It is this sacking which has prompted Kenya to pull its contingent out of UNMISS. The fact that these incidents of violence have been taking place continuously means that the main problem with the mission is not necessarily one of leadership.

III. The Botched Deployment to UNMISS

Lt-Gen Ondieki is a decorated Kenyan officer with over 35 years of military service and experience. Before his appointment to head AMISS, he had served on other UN missions with distinction, including the Kenya Battalion 10 in Sierra Leone as a commanding officer and, later, in 2010 and 2011, as the sector commander in Sudan. He was nominated by the Kenyan Government in April 2016 for the position of force commander of UNMISS. In May 2016, Lieut-Gen Ondieki was appointed the Force Commander of the UN Mission in South Sudan. This placed him as the lead commander of a military unit that comprised five states with roughly 12,000 troops. He learnt of his appointment through the SRSG UNMISS in May 2016. The deployment of Lieut-Gen Ondieki was unusual in that the UN did not give him any orientation nor were there any formal instructions or handing over of duties from the former commander. In fact, he was told in May 2016 to report to Juba without any in-processing at UNHQ or any other orientation location. He took over after the Ethiopian commander, Lt-Gen Yohannes Gebremeskel Tesfamariam whose appointment ended on June 17, 2016.

However, soon after his appointment, Lieut-Gen Ondieki was relieved of his duties by UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon. The reasons given by the Secretary General were that Lt-Gen Ondieki had failed on the mandate to protect civilians from violent militias, especially the Americans in Terrain Compound. The removal of Lieut-Gen Ondieki occurred after a special UN investigation argued that lack of leadership led to the lack of response in the violent conflict between July 8-11. Although the official UN investigative report stated that this was a systemic problem that needed system-wide reform in regard to the lack of an effective command structure, the blame for the undermanned Chinese battalion, the Nepalese Formed Police Unit, and the Ethiopian Battalion’s lack of response was placed squarely on Lieut-Gen Ondieki by Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon. As one officer explained, “We must not forget the fact that the very authorities responsible for the protection of its civilians and the guests in its country hold the responsibility for these crimes, and the guilty parties must be held responsible by the government… the heavy presence of SPLA soldiers, armoured vehicles, and tanks on Yei Road might have prevented even the most determined and well-organized attempts by the Mission to intervene. Despite having American and international personnel in the area, with UN forces only a mile away, the US Embassy refused to respond to American desperate calls

19. Interview with anUNMIS officer, juba, November 6, 2016.
for help, leading to the sexual violence targeting American women.” Pressure from the UNP5, especially members from USA and UK, made the SG to make the decision without taking into consideration the investigations or recommendations made. The evidence, points to a clear gross violation and misconduct by the Secretary General’s decision, which was not only discriminatory against Lieut-Gen Ondieki, but was also an expedient political decision violating UN procedures and regulations. The SG’s decision has not only tarnished the reputation of a war hero, but is also demotivating other commanding staff in other UN missions, and places the peace and security of the South Sudanese people in jeopardy.

1. The Arrival in Juba
The Lieut-Gen Ondieki arrived in Juba on June 10, 2016, where he met the outgoing commander but there was no handing over ceremony; it was just a simple “meet-and-greet” affair. There was a clear issue in leadership from the outset that Lieut-Gen Ondieki faced as he arrived in South Sudan: Upon his arrival Ondieki did not find any Standing Operational Procedures (SOP), Operational Orders (OPO) or Contingency Plans (CONPLANS), and had to work with staff to find out whether they existed, but later realized he had to create current copies of each of these most crucial documents in order to succeed in UNMISS. Immediately, Lieut-Gen Ondieki went on field visits to familiarize himself with the on-the-ground situation by visiting different deployments, and completed his visits on June 24, 2016. By the time he returned to Juba a violent conflict occurred in Wau and Lieut-Gen Ondieki promptly demonstrated high-level leadership and the situation was contained, despite the overwhelming number of IDPs which was a challenge to the number of troops available.

2. The July Crisis
While busy in the UNHQ, the Lieut-Gen Ondieki heard that intense fighting had erupted between the SPLA and SPLA-IO which lasted from July 8 to 11, 2016, demonstrating a lack of proper early warning systems. Lieut-Gen Ondieki quickly went into action, since all the senior officials were not present, including the SRSG, DSRSG P and DSRSG HC. By morning hours, Lieut-Genl Ondieki realized the lack of coordination in the force with the Sector South Command being cut off and UNH not having a coordinated command. Therefore, he convened a coordination meeting to examine the sequencing of operations.
3. Terrain Hotel Incident

The heaviest fighting and the presence of SPLA tanks on July 11, 2016 prevented extractions from UN House East. As argued above by the confidential UN report of November 2, 2016, “The heavy presence of SPLA soldiers, armoured vehicles, and tanks on Yei Road might have prevented even the most determined and well-organized attempts by the Mission to intervene.” Because of the undermanned force, the Chief of JOC informed Lt-Gen Paul Ondieki that the NEPBATT, which had been given the work of extracting trapped personnel, had been diverted to IDP control at UNH. Therefore, Lieut-Gen Ondieki was informed that the Ethiopian Battalion were to assemble for the task of extracting trapped personnel. Upon inquiring on the process of the extraction, he was informed that the ETHIBATT had not yet assembled; therefore, he gave a direct verbal order for assembly.

In a show of cooperation, Lieut-Gen Ondieki called the SPLA Chief of General Staff (CoGS), General Malong, and requested assistance to facilitate the UNMISS QRF to proceed to the Terrain Compound, and the CoGS agreed.

Despite, all these efforts an hour later after he had given the verbal command, the Lieut-Gen Ondieki would be informed by Gen Malong that the QRF had not arrived, thus the ETHIBATT area commander had left. The Joint Operations Centre (JOC) also informed him of the same, demonstrating clear defiance by the ETHIBATT and the flawed command structure and framework of UNMISS. In fact, two hours later, ETHIBATT had not yet reached the Terrain Hotel and was still assembling troops, and Lieut-Gen Ondieki ordered an investigation of the matter, since the ETHIBATT had defied orders and the SPLA had to come in and carry out extractions. Despite Lieut-Gen Ondieki’s orders to UNMISS troops from China, Ethiopia, and Nepal to engage, and to the ETHBATT, who were only a kilometer from the conflict, defiant refusal to follow his orders led to violence, including rape. According to the UN official investigation, despite the JOC making multiple requests to stand up a quick reaction force to respond to the crisis, the request was turned down by every UNMISS force that was in the area, each arguing that their troops were fully committed.

---

25. Ibid
4. “Orientation” or Trap?

Lieut-Gen Ondieki was given a formal induction and intense orientation course when he departed for New York on October 16, 2016, late by five whole months. Lieut-Gen Ondieki would come to learn that the “planned” orientation was only a ruse to get him to New York and inform him that he was relieved of his duties, without being afforded the opportunity of examining or responding to the allegations, and without any consultation with his government. The manner in which the firing was done was against UN regulations and procedures regarding dealing with allegations of misconduct by any UN staff. Considering that Lieut-Gen Ondieki had no proper orientation, inherited an organization that was in disarray, and the vast improvements he had put in place in record time, this was a clear violation of his human rights and demonstrated the gross discrimination that the Secretary-General and his staff used in thwarting justice for political expedience in a situation that appears to have been a clear setup against the Kenyan military hero.

In fact, the USA representatives accompanied by their UK counterparts went to see SG Mullet to place blame on Lieut-Gen Ondieki and to agitate for his removal as the CF UNMISS, despite the SRSG and DPKO strongly defending Lieut Gen Ondieki before the UN. This was a clear cover-up, with the USA mishandling their staff and not offering the proper protection their citizens need, which led to the targeted violence against them. The hastily and biased nature of Ban Ki-moon’s decision to fire Lieut-Gen Ondieki, who had been the commanding leader for only three weeks before the attack, while take no disciplinary action against his two deputies from Britain and China, demonstrated gross discrimination, truth distortion and an irregular political response to the conflict. In fact, the official UN report recommended disciplinary action on the countries that were close to the Terrain compound - Ethiopia, China and Nepal – arguing, “inaction by peacekeepers when civilians are attacked within one kilometer of a peacekeeping base should be promptly investigated and peacekeepers, commanders and relevant troop-contributing countries should be held accountable for failures to protect.”

Lieut-Gen Ondieki had no direct control of deployment or response of the troops who were in the areas, according the UNMISS commanding framework. According to the rules of engagement, Lieut-Gen Ondieki could only send an order to the lead commanders who were in Juba, but they did not accept it. Therefore, Ban Ki-moon’s dismissal of Lieut-Gen Ondieki is not only an error in judgment, it is also unjust discrimination and a gross violation of his rights.

IV. UNMISS: A Failed Mission

From the outset, the UNISS mission in South Sudan has faced continuous systematic failures contributed to by its framework and mandate. As argued by Hutton (2014) as early as 2013, many systemic issues were discovered in the UNMISS framework that have contributed to the ongoing South Sudan civil war and the violent occurrences in July 2016. Lack of a proper understanding in theoretical assumptions on the South Sudan conflict and state building, coupled with the lack of operational capabilities have led to the systemic failure of the mission. Central to these systemic failures in the UNMISS framework is a failure to conceive the true nature of the conflict and of the actors involved.\(^29\) There was little emphasis on examining the on-the-ground situation. For instance, the understanding that the SPLA is not a central command fully professionalized army but is made of different factions and militias who at time set their own agenda, was taken for granted. Therefore, the assumption that the Government of South Sudan (GOSS) was going to help with internal control of security forces was grossly over-optimistic under the UNIMISS framework. The mission assumed that the SPLA was a central command army and that the GOSS was able and willing to work in tandem with UNIMSS in civilian protection and peace-keeping.

Furthermore, as early as 2013, when the civil war broke out, there was little to no cooperation between the mission and the government. The UNIMSS framework assumed that the GOSS was willing to work with UNMISS, and the mission did not foster a working relationship with the GOSS and its security organs, meaning that there was mistrust and lack of the convergence of security forces from the outset. In addition, the lack of cooperation between the GOSS and UNMISS has created mistrust and friction, with even President Salva Kirr at times arguing that the mission is violating South Sudan’s sovereignty. The GOSS did not feel invited to the table to deliberate on the mission’s mandate therefore it has had little to no buy in on the UNMISS mandate.\(^30\) The lack of relationship building and peace engagements by the UNIMISS has made it lack the capability to create a working relation with South Sudan security organs who are crucial for peace building and citizen protection. Hutton (2014) argues that the UNMISS soldiery are simply barrack forces whose presence does not routinely go beyond UN bases. This problem was pointed out by the International Refugee Rights Initiative, that there is no engagement of the UNMISS outside the bases and PoCs.\(^31\) It is therefore not surprising that many violent conflicts, including those in July 2016, have occurred close to these bases with no response from the Military Component of the mission. In fact, Lieut-Gen

\(^{29}\)The Guardian, “Attack on aid workers in South Sudan: There was incredible naivety”, 17 October 2016.  
\(^{30}\)Stina Hartikainen, South Sudan, UNMISS and international responsibility, Human Security Centre, Policy Unit, Issue 3, No. 4. 2014.  
\(^{31}\)International Refugee Rights Initiative, “Protecting some of the people some of the time: Civilian perspectives on peacekeeping forces in South Sudan”, Dec. 2015.
Ondieki worked to improve relations during the conflict in Juba, including working with
the SPLA, to coordinate extractions of personnel. Furthermore, despite his short stay,
Lieut-Gen Ondieki put in place an SOP and issued a Frag O that the UNMISS force would
have an outward-looking posture instead of an inside-looking posture by having patrols
within camps/PoC sites, and patrolling inside and outside the fence.

Another problem with the UNIMSS framework is the lack of clarity on the mandate
and targeted groups. The small deployments have been faced with mixed mandates
while, at times, expected to engage troops who form part of the army under the ruling
host government. Thus, engaging them would in part be an offensive against the GOSS,
causing greater conflict between the troops and the government. Lieut-Gen Ondieki also
worked to systemize and organize the force with a work plan that would record activities
step-by-step, show time purpose, distances, finding and making recommendations for
future patrols, which was appreciated and applauded by MILAD. Lieut-Gen Ondieki also
synchronized and reorganized FHQS and improved working relations between the Force
and other pillars in the mission.

Another major problem with the UNMISS framework was a lack of an early warning
system in case of a conflict occurrence. As early as three years ago, at the onset of the civil
war, the Special Representative of the Secretary General, Hilde Johnson, asserted that the
UN could not detect the outbreak of conflict. The lack of an early warning system in the
UNMISS framework is a key contributing factor to the systemic failure of the mission.
Without an early warning system, the build-up and eruption of conflict becomes greater
than UNMISS can handle. As Hutton points out, there is lack of information gathering
and relationship building in order to detect conflicts before they occur. With the lack of
an early warning system, the conflict and size of mobilized combatants becomes greater
than the military components that UNIMSS is willing to engage. Furthermore, because of
the structure of command most of the uniformed forces have explicitly refused to engage
in the civil war where they are under-resourced, lack combat-related information and are
undermanned. The UNMISS forces have relatively small deployments that are expected
to engage mass mobilization of combatants. From the onset of the civil war in 2013 to
the present time, these small deployments have refuted the commander’s calls to engage
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conflicting forces. The lack of early warnings systems and refusal to engage by UNMISS troops was clearly demonstrated in 2016 as Lieut-Gen Ondieki’s request to engage was ignored and rejected by forces on the ground in Juba. In fact, Lieut-Gen Ondieki worked to correct his problem by creating security and contingency plans which were in place and in use before his departure. He went a step further and created a country-wide contingency plan that was to be finalized with UNDSS.

Clearly, the UNMISS did not correct its systemic problems from the onset of the ethnic-based civil war three years ago, greatly crippling the function and effectiveness of its Military Component. The mission lacks a proper theoretical understanding of state building in the South Sudan context, but has rather attempted to pass a mandate without consulting the existing government and a proper examination of the legacy of the ongoing historical conflict in the area. The lack of a proper examination of the conflict dimensions coupled with the undermining and the lack of engagement with the government in Juba have led to a systemic failure of the UNMISS mandate in South Sudan.
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At the office attending to media interview after the Jul crisis.

The Kenyan Peace Keeping Contingent arrives in Nairobi following the decision by the Kenya Government to withdraw them from South Sudan.
V. Pressure from Washington

Despite previous incidences where fighting has broken out in South Sudan with civilian casualties and the lack of appropriate response by the UNMISS, the attacks of July 8-11 have received special and atypical attention. One finds that fighting has broken out before in other parts of Sudan, including, Wau\(^\text{38}\) and Malakal\(^\text{39}\), but without the kind of response and action the Juba July 2016 attacks have received. In the July conflict, one specific attack stands out as the outlier and the action it has received counts as an extraneous factor that has put undue influence on the UN investigation team and the Secretary General in particular – the Terrain Compound attack. The Terrain attack on the evening of July 11, where Americans said to be aid workers were attacked has elicited a furore and follow-up by the American representation at the UN that points to an extra hand weighing in on the UN systems.

In its budget request for 2017, the American State Department asked for $131.9 million for civil society and peace-building programs in South Sudan.\(^\text{40}\) This was on top of another $30 million for military support and another $6 million for governance and rule of law support. A lot of the money was channelled through USAid to American NGOs and other civil society organisations present in South Sudan on varied missions. Furthermore, America’s presence in the civil society space in South Sudan is huge, with a few hundred staff. In a witness account to the Associated Press, “On July 11, South Sudanese troops, fresh from winning a battle in the capital, Juba, over opposition forces, went on a nearly four-hour rampage through a residential compound popular with foreigners, in one of the worst targeted attacks on aid workers in South Sudan’s three-year civil war. They shot dead a local journalist while forcing the foreigners to watch, raped several foreign women, singled out Americans, beat and robbed people and carried out mock executions.”\(^\text{41}\) The rampage took place in the Terrain compound.

The AP interviewed by phone eight survivors, both male and female, including three who said they were raped. The other five said they were beaten; one was shot. Most insisted on anonymity for their safety or to protect their organizations still operating in South Sudan.\(^\text{42}\) The names or organisations of the victims have never been released, save for
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38. The attacks began on June 24, where dozens were killed and more than 120,000 displaced.
39. The attacks took place on February 17 and 18 in a UN Protected site for three hours, where more than 20 people were killed, including foreign aid agencies workers.
Jesse Bunch, an American Vermont-based contractor who was shot in the leg. More than two dozen aid workers had taken shelter in the grounds of the Terrain Hotel, most of whom were from the United States, Australia and the Philippines. \(^{43}\) The Terrain block had been built as a “safe house” with metal gates on the balconies and steel-reinforced doors. According to an anonymous source to the Sunday Nation “…the main cause of American anger was the fact that one of the women who was raped by rampaging South Sudanese soldiers and several of the men who were beaten on July 11 were agents of the Central Intelligence Agency.” \(^{44}\)

Unable to respond to calls by its citizens to send a rescue mission, the US Ambassador to South Sudan, Mary Catherine Phee, asked the South Sudanese Government to send troops to intervene. The aid workers were finally rescued by the government’s National Security Forces. \(^{45}\) According to Foreign Policy magazine, “Embassy staff had to move to bunkers more than once during that day due to mortar and small-arms fire around the embassy compound…with the capital engulfed in violence, the primary mission of the security team — as in other embassies around the world — was to protect embassy staff and classified material.” \(^{46}\)

The US Ambassador to the UN, Samantha Power, condemned the attack in a statement and was the first to demand an inquiry into the response of the UN peacekeepers. Power said the United States is “deeply concerned that United Nations peacekeepers were apparently either incapable of or unwilling to respond to calls for help. We have requested and are awaiting the outcome of an investigation by the United Nations and demand swift corrective action in the event that these allegations are substantiated.” \(^{47}\)

“We didn’t have the personnel with the mission or the capacity to respond to such a wide-scale event…our response was to engage the government that had the capability to do so,” a senior American administration official told Foreign Policy on condition of anonymity. \(^{48}\)

After the outbreak of fighting in Juba and the July 11 attack, the United States helped secure medical treatment for victims of the hotel rampage and organized flights out of the country for 80 US nationals. The State Department also scaled back the embassy’s footprint to a skeleton staff.
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1. Why were the Americans targeted?

South Sudanese Government Army spokesman Lul Ruai, speaking to the AP, did not deny the attack at the Terrain but said it was premature to conclude the Army was responsible. He asserted, “Everyone is armed, and everyone has access to uniforms and we have people from other organized forces, but it was definitely done by people of South Sudan and by armed people of Juba.” It is clear the attack was executed by forces aligned to the government of President Kiir. The *Foreign Policy* magazine article alludes to a deteriorated relationship between America and South Sudan, where America has been the chief sponsor of the state and peace building process. “The violence highlighted the degree to which South Sudanese President Salva Kiir has evolved from a valued US friend to the leader of a rampaging army that has now targeted American nationals.”

The efforts by various American advocacy groups and some in Congress to have an arms embargo on the government have further deteriorated the relationship between President Kiir’s forces and the Americans. These lobbyists believe that far more forceful US action is required, especially against Kiir and the sitting government; they have repeatedly cited tougher sanctions and an arms embargo as potential tools to address the conflict in South Sudan. In an op-ed, US Reps Michael Capuano (D-Mass), and Brian Higgins (D-NY), lobbied for the arms embargo as a way to “blunt the fighting in the medium term and put warring parties on notice that they cannot continue ignoring the peace agreement.” US Rep Thomas Rooney, R-Fla., sponsored legislation on South Sudan to bring attention to the conflict and support actions like an arms embargo or expanded sanctions on warring parties. At an appropriations hearing in February, Rooney asked Secretary of State John Kerry about US plans with the international community to impose such an arms embargo and tougher sanctions on “individuals who’ve committed violations of international humanitarian and human rights law” in South Sudan. “I don’t think South Sudan has a better friend than the United States,” Kerry responded, adding that if the nation’s leaders continue to fail on delivering its commitments in the peace agreement, “the international community is absolutely prepared” for individual sanctions. These efforts among others...
have highly escalated anti-American sentiment in Juba. Earlier on the night of July 7, 2016, a well-marked US diplomatic convoy had been attacked, allegedly by President Kirr’s Special Guard. In the cars were seven US diplomats including James Donegan, the second highest ranking US official in South Sudan. A US Marine rapid response team from the embassy had to fetch three of the waylaid Americans and their South Sudanese driver.

On a UNSC visit to Juba on September 4, Ambassador Samantha Power “...very forcefully raised the threat to US citizens and the specific incident in which US diplomatic vehicles had been fired upon by government military personnel, expressing her grave concern”, her spokesman, Kurtis Cooper, said. One of the interviewees in the AP witness account of the Juba attacks said that after the violence, the soldiers said “You tell your embassy how we treated you.” Other survivors told the AP that soldiers specifically asked if they were American. “One of them, as soon as he said he was American, he was hit with a rifle butt,” said a woman to AP. One soldier ranted against foreigners. “He definitely had pronounced hatred against America,” Gian Libot a Filipino said, recalling the soldier’s words: “You messed up this country. You’re helping the rebels. The people in the UN, they’re helping the rebels.”

The attacks at the Terrain Camp against civil society workers and the diplomatic convoy in July were directly aimed at Americans. These attacks have coincided with a surge in anti-American and anti-UN sentiments within President Kirr’s forces for pressing him into a power-sharing agreement with his bitter rival, former vice-president Riek Machar. The largely held view in Juba is that America and the UN are anti-government and on Riek Machar’s side. They read regime change intent by the Americans. The Terrain Camp attack took place a few hours to the declaration of a ceasefire. Riek Machar’s forces had completely been driven away from the city by forces aligned to President Kirr. These soldiers had specifically come out of the normal course of their attacks against Riek Machar’s forces to prosecute a specific motive and are intentionally against Americans as confirmed by witness accounts. These facts point to a clear mission to target Americans.
2. Echoes from Benghazi

The incident carried potentially damaging political overtones for the Obama Administration and the then Democratic Party Presidential Candidate Hillary Clinton, who has faced controversy and criticism over how she handled a 2012 attack on an American diplomatic outpost in Benghazi, Libya.  

On September 11, 2012, the US mission in Benghazi, Libya, was attacked and burned. An attack later that night involved mortar and rocket fire against a US diplomatic annex in the city. US Ambassador Christopher Stevens and three other US nationals were killed in the attack. Initially, the attack was thought to be perpetrated by an angry mob responding to a video made in the United States that mocked Islam and the Prophet Mohammed, but it was later determined to be a terrorist attack.

In Juba, we find the same irresponsible response by the US concerning its citizens abroad. According to Jesse Bunch, the American Contractor, who was shot and beaten in the attack, the US Embassy failed to let staff know how bad the violence was: “If somebody had told me how badly it was going on Wednesday [6 July] I would have been out of there.” Jesse told The Guardian.  

Issues of negligence in the part of the aid organisations and the American State Department also arise on the security plans for its staff and organisations. An American woman who spoke to NPR said “There was a lot of military activity on the road outside of our compound. We were told [by our head office] that they were trying to evacuate us but there were too many checkpoints along the road. That it wasn’t safe and that we just need to just sit there and wait.” The grim details of the attack have raised questions about why the nearby US Embassy didn’t send American troops to rescue those trapped at the hotel — and why Washington kept silent about the incident for more than a month until it was revealed by the AP’s report. Several witness statements to the Guardian indicate that the aid workers and the NGOs they worked for had escape plans that never relied on the UN coming to the rescue. The US Embassy didn’t have the resources to dispatch a rescue team. Private security companies also said the streets were too dangerous to reach the Terrain Hotel. A spokesperson for the US Africa Command told FP that there
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are American military “assets positioned within the region that are capable of providing a wide variety of responses when requested by the ambassador” but declined to go into detail about what capabilities are available.\textsuperscript{66} It is clear the US Embassy had no rescue or evacuation plans for its citizens in South Sudan. US officials have admitted the embassy had a small security contingent that was not equipped to carry out a major combat and rescue operation against dozens of armed and disorderly South Sudanese troops.

Two days after the attack at the Terrain Camp, America rushed dozens of American troops to beef up security for the embassy there. Another 130 American troops were deployed to nearby Djibouti as a quick reaction force.\textsuperscript{67} In a statement to the US Congress\textsuperscript{68} Obama said “In response to the deteriorating security situation in South Sudan, I have ordered the deployment of additional US Armed Forces personnel to South Sudan to support the security of US personnel, and our Embassy in Juba. The first of these additional personnel, approximately 47 individuals, arrived in South Sudan on July 12, 2016, supported by military aircraft. Although equipped for combat, these additional personnel are deployed for the purpose of protecting US citizens and property. These deployed personnel will remain in South Sudan until the security situation becomes such that their presence is no longer needed. Additional US Armed Forces, including approximately 130 military personnel currently pre-positioned in Djibouti, are prepared to provide support, as necessary, for the security of US citizens and property, including our Embassy in South Sudan.\textsuperscript{69} Despite this early recognition by the US and specifically President Obama that UN peacekeeping missions had an effectiveness and efficiency deficit, the US has taken upon itself to further malign UNMISS by placing the blame of the Terrain Camp attacks on it and specifically on Lieut-Gen Ondieki. All the evidence and the knowledge point to the fact that anti-American sentiments had festered in forces aligned to President Kirr. The State Department had failed to come up with a security and evacuation plan for its citizens in case of an attack on them, witness statements to various media houses on the nature of the attack and responses to their call for help ultimately led to the conclusion that America failed to protect its citizens and has passed on that failure to UNMISS – and specifically to Lieut-Gen Ondieki.

\begin{itemize}
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VI. Conclusion

Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon launched the Independent Special Investigation (ISI) on the United Nations Mission in South Sudan (UNMISS) response to the unfortunate crisis in Juba, South Sudan, in July on August 23, 2016. The investigation was led by Major General (ret) Patrick Cammaert of The Netherlands. The ISI was mandated to examine the violence against civilians, including sexual violence, within or in the vicinity of the UNMISS Headquarters, known as “UN House” and its two adjacent Protection of Civilians” sites, which house more than 27,000 internally displaced persons. It was also expected to investigate the attack on the Terrain camp, a private compound where UN personnel, aid workers and local staff were allegedly robbed, beaten, raped and killed by armed soldiers.

The mandate also included determining whether the Mission and its contingents responded appropriately; assessing the UN security plans and procedures and the Mission’s role in them; and, with regard to the attack on the Terrain camp, and determining the perpetrators. The Secretary-General mandated the Special Investigation to put forward recommendations, under both areas of focus, including remedial actions, with regard to, inter alia, underperformance of UNMISS personnel, if necessary. On receiving the report, he SG said he was deeply distressed by these findings and alarmed by the serious shortcomings identified by the Special Investigation. However, the investigation does not appear to have objectively and comprehensively covered the crisis with the necessary rigour. Furthermore, the methodology did not capture the full scope of the incident. Even more critical is the fact that the report did not at any point specifically single out Lieutenant General Johnson Mогоа Kimani Ondieki for lack of leadership, particularly considering that he had only just a few weeks earlier been appointed as Force Commander and had yet to go through the proper handing-over procedures.

The quality and veracity of the report are therefore highly doubtful, the use of internal mechanisms to deal with the matter and the lack of exercise of due process is also brought into question. The quality of the investigation, including the ability to establish important facts, preserve evidence during the independent investigation, legitimacy of conclusions and validity of the recommendations when drawing conclusions, are extremely suspect. There is also concern about the manner in which the investigation ordered by the Secretary-General was initiated and conducted and the fact that Lieut-Genl Ondieki’s submissions in regard to the crisis appear to have more or less been ignored. Furthermore, the decision to relieve Lieut-Genl Ondieki just before SG Ban Ki-moon’s term comes to
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an end, and the sudden departure of his Special Representative to the Mission in South Sudan, Ms Ellen Margrethe Løj, soon after the incident, appears to have been made with the objective of scapegoating and shifting the blame in a bid to sanitize those who hold the highest responsibility from any liability. Russia has criticized the UN chief’s decision to fire the Kenyan peacekeeping commander in South Sudan as premature and lamented that the South Sudan mission there was now “in ruins” after Kenya vowed to withdraw all its troops in response to the move.

Kenya wrote to the UN Security Council to withdraw its troops from South Sudan following the removal of the Kenyan UNMISS Force Commander and has maintained that this decision is irreversible unless LieutGen Ondieki is reinstated. The government has also stated that it has rejected an offer to nominate a replacement for the Force Commander. While the move is controversial and likely to cause a diplomatic crisis, it will reduce further the reputational risk following the ouster of General Ondieki. The withdrawal of 1,000 troops of Kenya Defense Forces troops and disengagement from the peace process in South Sudan could have a devastating impact on peace and democracy in South Sudan. Due to the SG’s precipitate actions followed by Kenya’s response of pulling out its contingent, it is very likely that the law and order and peace process situation will be massively adversely affected. This effect underscores the fact that the SG’s rash decision did not take into account the long-term consequences for the people of Southern Sudan.
VII. Recommendations

Arising from the foregoing, this report makes the following key recommendations aimed at addressing the decadence in the international governance system signified by the recent decision by the UN Secretary-General; suggesting remedial actions and steps that must be taken to restore the integrity of Kenya’s military, whose professionalism is recognized worldwide; and the alternative pathway to achieving sustainable peace in South Sudan.

**UN Reformed to Ensure Effectiveness:** UN Missions in Africa need to be reformed because without fundamental restructuring, particularly to counter UNMISS structural and systemic dysfunction, similar crises are very likely to recur. These reforms are therefore a critical consideration that must feature in future UN mandated missions in Africa.

**AMISS – African Mission in Southern Sudan:** An Africa Mission in Southern Sudan should be formed to replace UNMISS. A UN and AU-mandated Africa Mission in Southern Sudan (AMISS) may be the best mechanism for peace operations today. Such a mechanism will be more responsive and better anticipate emerging trends and solutions therein and in line with the African Union’s maxim of “African solutions to African Problems”.

**Kenya to Remain Engaged in Peace Process:** Kenya should not completely pull out of the peace process, in order to ensure a sustainable solution to the recurring violence in South Sudan as part of its long-term interests. In so doing it should continue to remain engaged in the process of finding concrete and sustainable solutions to peace in Southern Sudan. President Kenyatta has been actively engaged in this process, particularly since 2013, and this commitment should not be abandoned despite the circumstances.

**UN to offer an Apology to Kenya and to Ondieki in Person:** In view of the forgoing, the Kenya Government and Lieutenant General Ondieki deserve a blanket apology from the UN SG. This crisis deserved a fuller and more objective consideration of the findings, adherence to due process and consultations with the Kenya Government. Consequently, it would be most appropriate if the UN issued an apology and took immediate remedial action to rectify the situation.

**Ondieki and KDF to Consider Seeking Reprieve in International Court:** Furthermore, the Kenya Government and LieutGen Ondieki should consider legal action in response to the SG’s nonprocedural actions. Proper procedures were not adhered to and appropriate corrective action was not taken in regard to the conduct of LieutGen Ondieki. This has resulted in potential loss of reputation and standing for both him and the Kenya
Government, the nominating authority. Both the Kenyan g-Government and Lieut-Gen Ondieki therefore reserve the right to take legal action and should do so if other conflict resolution mechanisms do not bear fruit.

**African Union and IGAD Sponsor a Resolution Censuring the Action of the SG:** Kenya should also spearhead AU and IGAD resolutions against the actions of the outgoing UN Secretary General. A resolution to condemn and review the UN SG’s actions should be taken before the AU and IGAD for adoption. These resolutions should reiterate the determination of both organizations that urgent remedial action be undertaken in both reinstating Lieut-Gen Ondieki and issuing an apology and remedial action from the UN.
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